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saturDay, June 19, 2010
Doors open 10:00 am

Program 10:30–3:00 pm
first unitarian universalist Church

5212 south Claiborne avenue • new orleans, la

Phone: 504.644.7214 • gulfemergencysummit.org
email: gulfemergencysummit@gmail.com

Come to make an aCtion Plan to stop this catastrophe with
people who care about the planet, its wildlife and people.

you are neeDeD to sPeak out anD brinG others.

sPeCial neeDs:Videographers, Photographers, Broadcasters
drivers | housing | Donations of lunch foods, coffee and drinks

C a l l  f o r  a n  e m e r G e n C y  s u m m i t

an extraordinary Crisis requires 
an extraordinary response

the People must act 
to stop the Gulf Catastrophe

THE BP OIL BLOWOUT is an environmental
catastrophe, bringing great peril to marine
and wildlife in the Gulf and threatening

ecosystems of the planet. The spill is still out of
control and spreading. It jeopardizes communities
and livelihoods. The government and BP have
proven unable and unwilling to stop the disaster,
protect the Gulf, or even tell the truth.

The people must come together now to stop 
this nightmare.

Millions are sick at heart and looking for ways to
act. Many individuals and groups have spoken out,
offered suggestions, volunteered to help, protested.
BP and the government – pursuing their own
interests – have ignored people’s ideas, blocked
public participation, suppressed and harassed
scientists, and prevented people on the Gulf from
taking initiative to keep oil away from shore.

This must not continue. A broad, determined, and
powerful “peoples’ response” is urgently needed – to
get the truth out, to protect the shores and oceans and
deal with the ecological impacts, while exploring
deeper causes and solutions.

The Emergency Summit will bring together
scientists, people from fishing communities,
environmental activists, progressives, radicals and
revolutionaries, artists, intellectuals and all who want
to halt this horror. There will be testimony on the true
scope and impact of the disaster and on what can be
done to protect ecosystems, wildlife, and people. We’ll
thrash out ways for people to act now – on different
fronts and in different ways – and to galvanize many,
many more, across the Gulf and beyond.

The world is watching. We must not allow the Gulf
and oceans to be devastated. Our mission is nothing
less than stopping this catastrophe.

Draft DemanDs:
1.Stop oil drilling in the Gulf.
2.The government and entire oil industry must allocate all
necessary resources to stop the spill and clean up the
devastation. Full support, including by compensation, must
be given to efforts by people to save the Gulf.
3.No punishment to those taking independent initiative; no
gag orders on people hired, contracted, or who volunteer.
4.Full mobilization of scientists and engineers. Release
scientific and technical data to the public; no more lying
and covering up. Full and open scientific evaluation of
emergency measures like the use of dispersants. Fund all
necessary scientific and medical research.
5.Full compensation for all losing livelihood and income
from the disaster.
6.Provide necessary medical services to those suffering
health effects of the spill. Protect the health of and
provide necessary equipment for everyone involved in
clean up operations. Full disclosure of medical and
scientific studies about the effects of the oil disaster.


